
oInexpensive/Expensive

oLow/High Quality

oDirty/Clean

oBroken/Well-maintained

oBarely worn/Very worn

oWeak (flimsy)/Durable (hardy)

oImpractical/Practical

oSingle/Multi-purpose

oGeneric/High-Status brand

oUnderstated/Showy (flashy)

oDully colored/Brightly colored

oMonochrome/Multicolored

oPlain/Patterned

oNot sporty/Sporty

oUncomfortable/Comfortable

oCasual/Dressy

oCommon/Unique (original)

oOutdated/Trendy

oMasculine/Feminine
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

THOSE SHOES ARE SO YOU! 

PERSONALITY EXPRESSED IN SHOES

• People express their personality traits and

attitudes in many ways. People express themselves

in the way they speak and carry themselves1, what

they post on social media2, the leisure activities

they pursue3, the music they prefer4, and even the

clothes they wear5.

• We aim to determine whether shoes are a

systematic form of self-expression. Only one other

research team has pursued this question6; in that

study, men and women completed a brief (10-item)

personality inventory and submitted a photo of the

shoes they wear most often. The researchers

showed that characteristics of people’s shoes are

tied to their gender (more feminine shoes) and

income (more expensive shoes), but they found

very few links between people’s personality traits

and shoe characteristics.

• In the current study, we extend past research by (1)

using a comprehensive personality inventory, (2)

asking participants to report on their shoe

purchasing and decision-making behaviors, and

(3) asking participants to submit a photo of the

shoes they think best represents their personality.

• In this poster, we present the results of analyses

designed to test two hypotheses:

(1) The shoes that people wear are tied to their

personality (e.g., more conscientious people wear

cleaner and well-maintained shoes); and

(2) People’s shoe-buying and shoe-decision-making

behaviors are tied to their personality traits (e.g.,

more extraverted people own more shoes and

spend more money on their shoes).

Students from UWEC participated in this research. A

total of 126 students reported on their personality

traits and attitudes.

• For personality, participants completed the Big

Five Inventory (BFI), a 44-item measure of

Openness to Experience (e.g., imagination,

creativity, intellectual curiosity; alpha=.77),

Conscientiousness (e.g., order, self-discipline;

alpha=.75), Extraversion (e.g., activity, excitement

seeking; alpha=.87), Agreeableness (e.g., trust,

tendermindedness; alpha=.75), and Neuroticism

(e.g., self-consciousness, anxiety; alpha=.81). All

ratings were given on a five-point scale (Disagree

to Agree).

• For attitudes, participants responded to Likert-type

items that assessed their religiosity (alpha=.96),

political liberalism-conservatism, short-term

mating orientation (alpha=.82), and long-term

mating orientation (alpha=.66).

• Participants also reported their age, biological sex,

sexual orientation, and social class.

A total of 93 participants uploaded a picture of the

pair of shoes they own that best represents their

personality. The four researchers independently

coded each shoe submission on 19 different elements

such as Inexpensive-Expensive, Dirty/Clean,

Generic/Status Brand, and Outdated/Trendy. All

ratings were made on a 10-point scale. Inter-rater

reliabilities ranged from .61 to .93 (mean reliability =

.79).
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Inexpensive---Expensive .21* .15 .15 -.26* .05

Low Quality---High Quality .12 .19 .17 -.30* .07

Dirty---Clean .13 .22 .28* -.08 -.02

Broken---Well-Maintained .15 .23* .24* -.14 -.03

Barely Worn---Very Worn -.10 -.23* -.29* .13 -.00

Weak---Durable .21* .16 .10 -.21 .02

Impractical---Practical -.04 .09 .05 -.11 -.08

Single Purpose---Multipurpose -.08 .11 .05 -.08 -.06

Generic---High-Status Brand .12 .08 .03 -.22* .01

Understated---Showy .11 .08 .02 .05 .09

Dully Colored---Brightly Colored .12 .17 .06 .07 .02

Monochrome---Multicolored -.06 .04 .02 .07 -.05

Plain---Patterned -.11 .04 .03 .09 -.01

Not Sporty---Sporty -.13 .04 .02 -.12 -.01

Uncomfortable---Comfortable .01 .19 .09 -.24* -.01

Casual---Dressy -09 .07 .12 .12 .06

Common---Unique .03 .04 .01 .13 .14

Outdated---Trendy .18 .02 .15 .04 -.07

Masculine---Feminine .21* .13 .11 .14 -.16
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Figure 2: Most participants spent at least

$30 on a typical pair of shoes. The mean

amount was between $60-$70.00.

Figure 1: Most participants own somewhere between a

dozen to two dozen pairs of shoes; the typical participant

reported 18 pairs.
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E A C N O

Perceive Shoes as an Expression 

of Personality

.17 .25* .16 .09 .09

Time Spent Shopping for Shoes 

Relative to other Apparel

.20* .16 .00 -.04 .14

Time Spent Deciding Which Shoes 

to Wear

.18 .19* .02 .01 .03

Amount of Money Spent on a 

Typical Pair of Shoes

.22* .05 -.01 -.16 .11

Money Spent on Shoes Relative to 

other Apparel

.05 .16 .15 -.05 -.08

Total Number of Pairs of Shoes 

Owned

.07 .01 .01 .24* .02
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Table 1:

Some shoe characteristics were associated with shoe owners’ Extraversion

(E), Agreeableness (A), Conscientiousness (C), and Neuroticism (N). For

example, as predicted, more conscientious individuals’ shoes were rated

as cleaner, more well-maintained, and less worn. Shoe characteristics

were not associated with shoe owners’ level of Openness to Experience.

Figure 3: In response to the question, ““How much do

people use shoes as an expression of their personality?”,

most participants responded toward the high end of the scale.

Table 2:

Some of participants’ shoe-buying and shoe-decision-making behaviors

were associated with some of their personality traits. For example, more

extraverted individuals spent more time shopping for shoes and spent

more money on shoes. Individuals’ shoe-buying and decision-making

behaviors were not associated with their level of Openness to Experience.

• As far as we know, we are only the second research team to test the

hypothesis that people drop hints about their personality through the

shoes they wear; further, we are the first team to investigate how

people’s shoe decision-making and shoe consumer habits relate to

their personality traits.

• Not all personality traits were correlated with all shoe characteristics,

and the correlations that were statistically significant were generally

weak in magnitude. However, we had a lot of shoes that did not vary

from each other: 3 people uploaded a basic Converse, 15 people

uploaded a black or neutral toned running shoe, and 4 people

uploaded a basic white Vans canvas loafer. It is possible that the links

between shoe characteristics and shoe-owner personality traits would

be a bit stronger if we had a sample of shoes posted by individuals –

perhaps middle-aged adults – who have fewer financial constraints and

perhaps fewer conformity concerns that presumably limit the degree of

variability in shoe characteristics within a college student sample.
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